Real Time Cyber Safety and Soundness
The co-managed system that combines cybersecurity & cybercompliance to
deliver real time Safety and Soundness for today’s financial institutions.

Purpose-built for credit unions
Regional and community-focused FIs face an average of 20 million
potential cyber threats every single day. Adding to the challenge
of being high value targets of relentless cyber crime, these FIs
also have unique complexities in managing threat volume and
sources, staffing and resource limits, budget constraints and
regulatory pressures.

The DefenseStorm GRID
The state-of-the-art DefenseStorm GRID powers the
only purpose-built for banking system that integrates
essential threat detection and compliance processes to
deliver automatic regulatory adherence, machine learning
assisted intelligence and real time 360º threat visibility and
prioritization with speed, accuracy and reporting at a click.

Operating in a hotbed of new and evolving cyber threats that target
them specifically, as well as regulations that are expanding at both
federal and state levels, means financial institutions can’t afford
‘one-size-fits-all-industries’ cybersecurity & compliance solutions.
That’s why DefenseStorm has created the only real time
cybersecurity & cybercompliance system designed expressly for
the unique cyber threat and compliance demands facing today’s
credit unions and banks.

“We couldn’t do in days what DefenseStorm does for
us in minutes. The benefits of being able to satisfy our
examiners & auditors when they ask us questions, and
being able to feed that back to the board, that’s the ROI.”
Carlos Vazquez,
VP of Information Technology,
Canvas Credit Union

DefenseStorm TRAC Team
(Threat Ready Active Compliance)
Expert co-management: Our TRAC Team experts work
with you to deliver a threat readyactive compliance
advantage almost immediately.
Smarter, safer, & real time ready to report:Your financial
institution will be threat-ready, team-smart and boardaccountable in a matter of weeks.

Always-on Intelligent Compliance: Automatic monitoring, updating and reporting
Real time Active Compliance Engine
Our real time Active Compliance engine works together with
our cybersecurity technology and processes to drive perpetual,
full cycle compliance.

•

Evidence collection

•

Proof of compliance anytime

•

Real time board visibility

•

Google search-like ease of query

•

Push-button reporting on demand

•

FFIEC CAT and ACET built-in
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Real Time Cyber Safety and Soundness

Conceived by bankers and fintech experts, DefenseStorm unifies cyber threat detection, investigation
and reporting–both ground and cloud logs–with compliance into a single place in real time.
Event data is aggregated across all cybersecurity tools, and links policies to real time alerts, so that credit
unions and banks can prove to regulators they are both secure and compliant with evolving FFIEC and
ACET cybersecurity requirements as well as with other regulations and their own policies.

Threat Ready
Manage your total cyber exposure proactively.
•

Consolidate security data from any and all sources, without volume limits

•

Gain real time visibility into t he security posture of your whole credit union or bank

•

Eliminate false positives and prioritize events so you can zero-in on threats that matter most

•

Detect associated alerts that might be missed

•

Connect monitoring, detection, triage, response, resolution, audit trails and reporting

•

Machine learning assisted technology continuously improves effectiveness

Team Smart
Multiply your cyber team & talent almost instantly.
Our Team
•

The DefenseStorm team of banking and cybersecurity experts work for you

•

Machine learning-assisted cyber monitoring and management, 24x7x365

•

Security Operations Center in the cloud, without the capex and staff-up

Your Team
•

Access and work with the same tools and data that DefenseStorm sees and uses

•

Maintain complete visibility and control over your security posture

•

Customize your rules of engagement for alerts, triage and response

Board Accountable
Prove compliance to policy and regulation continuously.
•

Connect policy with real time enforcement of cyber controls

•

Receive built-in FFIEC CAT and ACET capabilities, policy definitions, control points and reports

•

Cut audit prep and inquiry response time by half or more

•

Answer audit requests with Google search-like speed and simplicity

•

Enhance separation of duties with an objective partner to further strengthen compliance
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